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Si Le Das Una Galletita A Un Rat N Spanish
Edition
If you take a mouse to school, he'll ask you for your lunch box. When you give him your
lunch box, he'll want a sandwich to go in it. Then he'll need a notebook and some
pencils. He'll probably want to share your backpack, too . . . The famous mouse from the
New York Times #1 best-seller If You Take a Mouse to the Movies and If You give a
Mouse a Cookie is back for his first day of school. Only Laura Numeroff and Felicia
Bond could make school this much fun!
A surprising lesson about the importance of listening to one's inner gosling ensues
when a very hungry fox issues a dinner invitation to a very plump goose. By the
Caldecott Honor-winning creator of Don't Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus! 200,000 first
printing.
Horace, Morris, and Dolores do everything together and know that they will be Friends
Forever...until one day, when Horace and Morris become part of an exclusive boys' club
and Dolores finds herself left out. Soon, she, too, finds her own club, where no boys are
allowed and girls are supposed to have fun doing girl stuff. But after a while, Horace
and Morris and Dolores realize they aren't happy at all doing what everyone in their
clubs seems to enjoy. They miss each other. Is it too late to be friends again? Join these
three charming mouse friends as they learn to do what they like, rather than what others
say they should like.
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A story known and loved by millions of children around the world, now remastered by
the illustrator. Little Mouse loves strawberries, but so does the big hungry bear. . . How
will Little Mouse stop the bear from eating his freshly picked, red ripe strawberry? This
classic story is beloved for its humor, expressive illustrations, and surprise
ending--pure read-aloud fun!
Bink & Gollie
If You Give a Moose a Muffin (Spanish edition)
Math Links
Such a Little Mouse
Si le das una galletita a un ratón
Laura Numeroff's 10-Step Guide to Living with Your Monster

Is something bugging you? Bestselling award-winner David Shannon shows the
funny side of waging war against--oh no!--head lice. This book is guaranteed to
make you laugh--and itch! From the opening picture of a happy, oversized louse
appearing with his suitcases, you know these bugs are determined to stay, and
Mom is about to go nuts! Nobody talks about them, but they are everywhere.
(Some estimate 20 million children a year host them.) Oh the shame and
humiliation of having bugs in your hair! But if you go to school, or have play
dates, chances are good you might meet them someday. Maybe you already
have! Lucky for you, the unwelcome bugs in this story are so funny you will be
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laughing aloud--even when Mom attacks them with battle-tested anti-lice
weapons. Shannon peppers his hilarious scenes with fun, "nitpicking" facts about
these "lousy" critters and pokes fun at common denial: "It's probably ash from
that volcano in Pogo Pogo." Soon the party's over--Bye bye, Little Nasties! Once
again Shannon has created a fresh, highly entertaining read-aloud classic that
begs to be read again and again.
Whether used for the development and support of an existing collection or for the
creation of a new collection serving Spanish-speaking young readers, this
outstanding resource is an essential tool. Following the same format as the highly
praised 1996-1999 edition, Schon presents critical annotations for 1300 books
published between 2000 and 2004, including reference, nonfiction, and fiction.
One section is devoted to publishers' series, and an appendix lists dealers who
carry books in Spanish. Includes author, title, and subject indexes.
Author Laura Numeroff, whose first book, "Amy for Short" grew out of a college
assignment, recounts her life and describes how her daily activities and creative
process are interwoven.
Si llevas un rat n a la escuela, te pedir que le prestes tu maletita del almuerzo.
Una vez que se la hayas prestado, tambi n querr un s ndwich. Despu s,
necesitar una libreta y l pices. Es casi seguro que tambi n quiera compartir tu
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mochila⋯ El famoso personaje de si llevas un rat n al cine y si le das una
galletita a un rat n, t tulos que han ocupado el primer lugar en ventas en la lista
de The New York Times, regresa para relatarnos sus aventuras de la primera
vez que va a la escuela. ¡S lo Laura Numeroff y Felicia Bond pueden lograr que
la escuela sea tan divertida!
A Story of Young Louis Braille
si le das una galletita a un raton
If You Take a Mouse to School (Spanish edition)
Madeline
Teaching the NCTM 2000 Standards Through Children's Literature
A Carousel Book Based on the Original
Five pop-up, three-dimensional scenes recreate the classic story of
the adventures of young Madeline in the City of Lights.
Organized by theme for easy use, this collection offers more than 450
Spanish and English tunes, with Spanish on one page and English on the
opposite, designed to build vocabulary and explore the sounds of both
languages.
Mouse is back for the holidays! A first sequel to If You Give a Mouse
a Cookie, starring Mouse! The famous little mouse from the children's
classic If You Give a Mouse a Cookie is back in another irresistible
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tale full of holiday antics. This time, if you take him to the movies,
he'll ask you for some popcorn. If you give him the popcorn, he'll
want to string it all together. Then he'll want to hang it on a
Christmas tree. In the fourth in this mega–selling series, Felicia
Bond and Laura Numeroff have created another high–energy story
featuring the adorable and demanding mouse that has delighted millions
of readers. Ages 10+
Lucille invites Junie B. and her friend Grace to sleep over at her
very rich nanna's house, where everything is beautiful, expensive, and
breakable.
The Best Mouse Cookie
Si llevas un raton a la escuela
If You Give a Cat a Cupcake (Spanish edition)
Six Dots
If You Take a Mouse to the Movies
Si le das un panecillo a un alce

Outlines storytelling programs for young library audiences,
explaining general planning considerations and providing
fifty ready-made programs on such themes as holidays,
gardens, animals, play, and seasons.
Si le haces una fiesta a una cerdita, te pedirá unos cuantos
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globos. Cuando le des los globos, querrá decorar la casa.
Tan pronto termine, se pondrá su vestido favorito. Luego
llamará a sus amigos: Ratón, Alce y muchos más para
invitarlos a la fiesta. Este simpático personaje del libro
Si Le Das Un Panqueque a Una Cerdita, regresa, y ¡ahora
quiere celebrar una fiesta! Laura Numeroff y Felicia Bond
han creado otra magnífica historia para esta cerdita
adorable siguiendo la línea del famoso cuento Si le Das una
Galletita a un Raton.
Now in paperback, the story of a young Mexican boy living in
a colonia (trash dump community) who takes the first steps
toward realizing his dream of getting an education.
Si le das un pastelito a un gato, querrÁ ponerle confites de
colores. Cuando le des los confites, derramarÁ algunos en el
piso. DespuÉs de limpiar, sentirÁ calor. TendrÁs que darle
un traje de baÑo . . . ¡y Éste es sÓlo el comienzo! El
simpÁtico gatito de Si le haces una fiesta a una cerdita
¡ahora tiene su propio libro! En este divertido cuento,
escrito en el estilo del bestseller si le das una galletita
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a un ratÓn, Laura Numeroff y Felicia Bond demuestran que
¡mucho sabe el ratÓn, pero mÁs el gato!
If You Give a Cat a Cupcake
That Is Not a Good Idea!
If Dominican Were a Color
If You Give a Pig a Party (Spanish edition)
Libro Bilingue de Rimas, Canciones, Cuentos Y Juegos
If You Take a Mouse to School
Everyone loves popcorn! Newly updated with the latest research, a delicious 40th anniversary
edition of a POP-ular classic. Tony likes to cook. Tiny likes to read. And both twins like to eat . . .
POPCORN! So while Tiny cooks it, Tony reads about it: what popcorn is, how it's stored and
prepared, legends and stories about it, and its history in Europe and North America. A favorite
since its original release in 1978, The Popcorn Book has sold nearly a million copies. This fresh
new edition features refreshed interiors with bolder colors, and revised text-- updated with new
information and vetted for accuracy by a Native American expert. Colorful, funny, and
informative, this nonfiction classic from the best-selling author-illustrator of Quiet, Strega Nona,
and many more will teach you everything you need to know about this favorite snack food-- and
leave you hungry for more. And because the best thing about popcorn is eating it, two great
recipes for popping corn are included!
Giving a freshly-baked muffin to an irrepressible moose, an unsuspecting child finds his home
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taken over as the moose dresses in a sweater, stages a puppet show, and otherwise contributes to
an overall mess before requesting more muffins.
Looks at the childhood of Louis Braille and his creation of the Braille writing system for the blind.
A tiny bug goes for a walk, but it's no ordinary stroll. Soon he bumps into a cat, then a crocodile,
and even a baby pig! More creatures join in, until they tippy-toe into a mysterious yellow house
belonging to a young boy, who happily tumble bumbles right along with them. In this charming
cumulative tale, Felicia Bond takes readers on a rhythmic adventure that counts new friends up to
ten.
Tumble Bumble
If You Give an Author a Pencil
Si le das un pastelito a un gato
If You Give a Mouse a Brownie
Lola Gets a Cat
Tomie dePaola's The Popcorn Book (40th Anniversary Edition)

Literature-based math lessons using the NCTM 2000 standards. Each lesson includes
suggested time frame, materials list, lesson plan, ideas for assessment, suggestions for
special needs adaptations, a bibliography, and a list of related standards. Many lessons
include reproducible student pages and suggested software. K-3.
A porcupine named Fluffy is happier with his name after he meets a similarly misnamed
rhinoceros.
If you give a cat a cupcake, he'll ask for some sprinkles to go with it. When you give him
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the sprinkles, he might spill some on the floor. Cleaning up will make him hot, so you'll
give him a bathing suit . . . and that's just the beginning! The lovable cat who first
appeared in If You Give a Pig a Party now has his very own book! Written in the
tradition of the bestselling If You Give a Mouse a Cookie, Laura Numeroff and Felicia
Bond's newest story will show everyone that Cat is where it's at!
If you give a pig a party,she's going to ask for someballoons. When you give her the
balloons, she'll want to decorate the house. When she's finished, she'll put on her
favorite dress. Then she'll call all her friends -- Mouse, Moose, and more. The little pig
from If You Give a Pig a Pancake is back, and this time she wants to throw a great big
party! Laura Numeroff and Felicia Bond have created another winning story for this
beloved character in the tradition of the best-selling If You Give a Mouse a Cookie.
Si le das una Galletita a un Ratón
Armando and the Blue Tarp School
The Chicken Sisters
Junie B. Jones is a Party Animal
Horace and Morris But Mostly Dolores
It's Me, Two

Is your monster misbehaving? Is he eating your favorite shirts? Is he
using your hairbrush to clean his teeth? Is he annoying your family
on car trips? Never fear those monster mishaps again! Laura Numeroff
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and Nate Evans, the world's leading experts on monsters and the
mischief they make, have created the ultimate 10-Step Guide to Living
With Your Monster. A portion of the proceeds from Laura Numeroff's
10-Step Guide To Living With Your Monster will be donated to the
Michael J. Fox Foundation for Parkinson's Research.
Join the mouse from If You Give a Mouse a Cookie as he bakes his own
cookies in his little mouse house.
Two roller-skating best friends--one tiny, one tall--share three
comical adventures involving outrageously bright socks, an impromptu
trek to the Andes, and a most unlikely marvelous companion.
Relates the cycle of requests a mouse is likely to make after
receiving a cookie. Text in English and Spanish.
If You Give a Pig a Party
If you give a mouse a cookie
A Porcupine Named Fluffy
Mouse Cookies & More
The Little Mouse, the Red Ripe Strawberry, and the Big Hungry Bear

El pequeño y travieso ratoncito de Si le das una galletita a un ratón
regresa con sus típicas travesuras para deleitarnos durante las fiestas
de Navidad. Si llevas un ratón al cine, te pedirá palomitas de maíz. Una
vez que le des las palomitas de maíz, querrá hacer una guirnalda con
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ellas. Luego, querrá colgarla en un árbol de Navidad. Tendrás que
comprarle uno... Laura Numeroff y Felicia Bond han vuelto a crear otro
cuento irresistible en la tradición de los ya reconocidos SSi le das una
galletita a un ratón, Si le das un panecillo a un alce y Si le das un
panqueque a una verdita Mouse celebrates the holidays in this picture
book in the beloved #1 New York Times bestselling If You Give...
series! If you take a mouse to the movies, he'll ask you for some
popcorn. If you give him the popcorn, he'll want to string it all together.
Then he'll want to hang it on a Christmas tree. The famous little mouse
from If You Give a Mouse a Cookie that has delighted millions of
readers is back in an irresistible tale full of holiday antics. Collect all
the books in this giggle-inspiring classic series!
All three characters from the #l national bestselling If You Give . . .
series have brought their books, recipes, songs, and activities to this
family treasury, chock-a-block full of fun things to do. Parents, grab
your kids! Kids, grab your parents and join Mouse, Moose, and Pig as
they read, bake, sing, and play.
Catwad, the snarky blue furball with a funny take on just about
everything, is BACK in this second graphic novel in an all-new series
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from New York Times bestselling author Jim Benton! New York Times
bestselling author Jim Benton's latest creation, Catwad, returns!
Catwad and Blurmp are back and ready for more adventures! In this
newest collection of hilarious stories, the dynamic feline duo explore
fine art, travel to an alternate reality where the world has become
extraordinarily dumb, get into gaming, and more! From monsters
under Blurmp's bed to all the reasons you should NEVER eat salad, this
newest volume of Catwad has something for everyone!
Lola wants a cat, but Mommy says taking care of a pet is a lot of work.
So Lola does her homework. At the library she finds books about cats
and pet care and she and Mommy learn as much as they can. She
pretends her stuffed kitty is real and practices taking care of it. When
the time comes, Lola is allowed to pick out her new friend at an animal
shelter. With patience and care, her kitten settles in at home. Lola is a
book-loving favorite, and this delightful story is a new treasure in the
series. "This sweet story of first-time pet ownership is sure to appeal to
young animal lovers of all kinds and especially to feline
fanciers"—Kirkus Reviews "A solid introduction to pet ownership,
probably best shared one-on-one"—School Library Journal
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2000 Through 2004
Recommended Books in Spanish for Children and Young Adults
A Treasury
There Was an Old Lady Who Swallowed a Chick!
Bugs in My Hair!
If You Take a Mouse to the Movies (Spanish edition)
Explore the world of such a little mouse--from the bestselling author of
LITTLE BLUE TRUCK! "And way down deep in the hole lives a mouse. Such a
little mouse, with his smart gray coat, with his ears pink as petals, with three
twitchety whiskers on each side of his nose." With Alice Schertle's sweet
descriptive language and touching illustrations from Stephanie Yue, a little
mouse interacts with the world around him. Every season of the year, "such a
little mouse" pops out of his hole and goes out to explore the wider world.
Praise for Such a Little Mouse: * "The book begins in spring. 'In the middle of
the meadow, under a clump of dandelions, there is a hole.' Out pops '[s]uch a
little mouse,' with 'ears pink as petals' and a tiny smile. He sees bees on
clover blossoms and his own reflection in a puddle. Each season is
represented in one exploratory day. In summer, the mouse sees beavers and a
porcupine; in autumn, rustling leaves, honking geese and busy ants. When
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winter arrives, he sees his landscape covered in snow. 'Brrrrrrr,' he says,
retreating underground to his cozy burrow, which features tunnels and many
discrete rooms--a bedroom, a kitchen and a fully stocked larder. All year he's
been storing seeds, watercress and acorns; now he can bake acorn bread and
cook seed-and-watercress soup. Preschoolers will recognize the wooden
alphabet blocks that form the base of his counter. Seasons and animals aren't
new topics, but Yue's idyllic meadowscapes are full of clean, fresh air. From
full-page to spot illustrations, from the breezy greens, blues and yellows of
spring to the rustic browns of underground, her colors glow gently. Her lines
have a light touch but feel grounding; fine details, shadings and a real feel for
weather make this special. ... Perfectly charming." -- Kirkus Reviews, starred
review * "Yes, Schertle and Yue's hero is cute as can be, 'with his smart gray
coat, with his ears pink as petals, with three twitchety whiskers on each side
of his nose.' But he's also self-reliant, self-directed, and very much at home in
the world--in other words, what readers in the target audience aspire to be.
The story follows the mouse through spring, summer, and autumn as he
emerges from his wonderfully snug underground home to gather food for his
winter larder. Neither obsessive nor a procrastinator, the mouse knows he
can get the job done and still have time to kibitz with neighbors (he
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contributes a twig to a beaver's dam) and savor the scenery (including his
own handsome reflection in a puddle). Yue (the Guinea Pig, Pet Shop Private
Eye series) channels her customary jaunty energy into a more old-school
drawing style, delivering nature scenes that are warm but not treacly, while
Schertle's gentle prose ('Such a little mouse. Off he goes into the wide world')
has just enough repetition to provide a comforting structure and a cozy lilt." -Publishers Weekly, starred review Praise for Little Blue Truck (written by
Alice Schertle and illustrated by Jill McElmurry) * Schertle "gives readers
plenty of opportunities to chime in with animal and vehicle noises." -Publishers Weekly, starred review Praise for Very Hairy Bear (written by Alice
Schertle and illustrated by Matt Phelan) * "Schertle's patterned language sets
up a playful cadence." --Kirkus Reviews, starred review
If You Take a Mouse to School (Spanish edition)Si llevas un raton a la
escuelaRayo
When a big bad wolf moves to town, it would seem that the chicken sisters'
fate is sealed, but in a clever twist, the eccentric trio saves the day. The
unwitting wolf proves to be no match for the good intentions of these itchingsweater-knitting, off-key-singing, burnt-cookie-baking neighbors. Here's one
wolf that's off to live with his mother! "Off the wall fun."—Publishers Weekly
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"A winner."—School Library Journal
The colors of Hispaniola burst into life in this striking, evocative debut picture
book that celebrates the joy of being Dominican. If Dominican were a color, it
would be the sunset in the sky, blazing red and burning bright. If Dominican
were a color, it’d be the roar of the ocean in the deep of the night, With the
moon beaming down rays of sheer delight. The palette of the Dominican
Republic is exuberant and unlimited. Maiz comes up amarillo, the blue-black
of dreams washes over sandy shores, and people’s skin can be the shade of
cinnamon in cocoa or of mahogany. This exuberantly colorful, softly rhyming
picture book is a gentle reminder that a nation’s hues are as wide as nature
itself.
Storytimes for Two-Year-Olds
If You Give a Moose a Muffin
Si le haces una fiesta a una cerdita
If a big hungry moose comes to visit, you might give him a muffin to make him feel at
home. If you give him a muffin, he'll want some jam to go with it. When he's eaten all
your muffins, he'll want to go to the store to get some more muffin mix. In this hilarious
sequel to If You Give a Mouse a Cookie, the young host is again run ragged by a
surprise guest. Young readers will delight in the comic complications that follow when a
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little boy entertains a gregarious moose.
Relating the cycle of requests a mouse is likely to make after you give him a cookie
takes the reader through a young boy's day.
A wacky new Easter version of the classic "There Was an Old Lady" song!This time,
the hungry old lady swallows a chick, some straw, an egg, some candy, a basket, and a
bow! And just as she's hopping and skipping along, who should she meet but the
Easter Bunny! Watch what happens when she trips, with amazing results!With rhyming
text and funny illustrations, this lively version of a classic song will appeal to young
readers with every turn of the page--a fun story for Easter!
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